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Let X be an oriented, closed Riemannian 4-manifold. There is an integral
cohomology class which reduces mod (2) to the second Stieffel-Whiney class
w2(X). This integral cohomology class induces a Sp/«c-structure on X. Seiberg
and Witten in [10] introduced a new invariant on X which is a differential-
topological invariant. Taubes in [9] proved that every closed symplectic 4-manifold
has a non-trivial Seiberg-Witten invariant. The Seiberg-Witten invariants of
connected sums of 4-manifolds with b% >0 identically vanish. Kotschick, Morgan
and Taubes in [8] showed that there are closed oriented 4-manifolds with nontrivial
Seiberg-Witten invariants which do not admit symplectic structures. They
considered the case which is the first Betti number bi(N) = 0. We would like to
generalize their theorem by giving a certain condition instead of b
ί
(N) = Q, of
course our case will cover their case. We introduce their theorem:
Theorem ([8]). Let X be a manifold with a nontrivial Seiberg- Witten invariant
with 63 W>1» and lei N be a manifold with b
ί
(N) = bί(N) = Q whose fundamental
group has a nontrivial finite quotient. Then M=X$N has a non-trivial Seiberg-
Witten invariant but does not admit any symplectic structure.
Let M be a closed symplectic 4-manifold and let M—X#N be a smooth connected
sum decomposition. By the vanishing theorem of Seiberg-Witten invariants and
non-trivial Seiberg-Witten invariants for symplectic manifolds, one of the summands,
say it N, has a negative definite intersection form. By Donaldson's Theorem [5]
there is a basis {e
ί9 9en} of the free part of H2(N,Z) such that in this basis the
intersection form of N is diagonal, where n is the rank of H2(N,Z). An element
αe//2(7V,Z) is said to be characteristic if the intersection number ct χ = x-x mod (2)
for any xεH2(N,Z). If α is characteristic, then a = w2(N) modulo 2.
Lemma 1. Let Nbea closed oriented Riemannian 4-manifold with b^N) = 0 and
let {ei9 -,en} is a basis for the free part of H2(N,Z) such that ei ej=—δij.
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Then
1 . e = e± -\ ---- 4- e
n
 is characteristic.
2. α = (l -f λ^e^Λ- — \-(l+λ
n
)e
n
 is characteristic if and only if the λ{ are
even.
Proof. It is sufficient to consider the free elements in the proof because the
intersection numbers with torsion elements are zero. Let x = x
ί
e1 -f " xnen
eH2(N,Z) where the xf are integers ι=l, ,/ι.
Then
and
2 2X ' X — ~~~ X ι ~~~ * * * ~~~ Xf. .
<X'X = X'X mod (2) for all xεH2(N,Z).
o-ίl-fA^Xi ----- (l + λ l l)jc l l=— x? ----- x2 mod (2) for all xi9 9xΛ.
oλ
ί
x1-\ — +λnxn = Q mod (2) for all xi9-'9xn.
oλl9~ ,λn are even.
If the fundamental group π^N) of TV has a non-trivial finite quotient, then
there is a connected covering of N with the cardinality of fiber > 1 and so is a
connected sum with N.
Lemma 2 ([8]). Let M=X$N be a closed symplectic 4-manifold which
decomposes as a connected sum. If N has a negative definite intersection form then
its fundamental group does not admit nontrivial finite quotient.
We recall briefly the Seiberg-Witten invariants for a compact, oriented
Riemannian 4-manifold X with fc^(Ar)>l.
Let eEH2(X,Z\ with e = w2(X) mod (2).
The cohomology class e defines a S/jι/ιc-structure on X. Let W+(W~)-*X
be the positive (negative respectively) spinor bundle on X and L = det(H/+) the
determinant line bundle of W* . Let τ:End(W+)-> Λ+(Γ*JO®C be the adjoint
of Clifford multiplication. A connection A on L with the Levi-Civita connection
on T*X defines a covariant derivative VA:Γ(W+)^ Γ(W+®T*X). The com-
position of VA and Clifford multiplication define a Dirac operator
For each connection on L Ae^(L) and φeΓ(W+)9 the equations
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are called the Seiberg-Witten monopole equations. The gauge group CCC(X, U(\))
of the complex line bundle L acts on the space of solutions of the monopole
equations. The moduli space 90Ϊ(A» is the quotient of the space of solutions by
the gauge group. Then the moduli space is generically a compact smooth manifold
with its dimension — (1/4X27(^)4- 3σ(X)) + (l/4)c
ί
(L)2 and defines canonically an
invariant which is so called the Seiberg-Witten invariants. For details see [5].
Let X and TV be compact oriented 4-manifolds. Let κeH2(X,Z) and
βeH2(N,Z) such that a = w2(X) mod (2), β = w2(N) mod (2). Let M=X#N, then
oc + β = w2(M) mod (2). Let the complex line bundles LΛ^X9 Lβ-*N9 LΛ+β-*M
with their Chern classes c
ί
(LJ = aι9 cί(Lβ) = β and cl(LΛ+β) = a + β respectively. We
can easily calculate the virtual dimensions of the moduli spaces.
Lemma 3. dim 50ί(M, α + β) = dim W(X,α) 4-dimSR(7V,β)+l.
Proof. The Euler characteristic is χ(M) = χ(X) + χ(N) — 2. The signature is
σ(M) = σ(X) + σ(N). The first Chern classes are c
ί
(L
Λ+β) = cί(LΛ) + c1(Lβ) and
α jβ = 0. Thus
-H
= dim Wl(X,a) + dim ««(7V,/?) +1.
Let TV have a negative definite intersection form.
As in Lemma 1, let {el9 9en} be a basis of the free part of H2(N,Z). If
α = (l+ λ^el-\—+(l+λn)en and the λt are even, the α is characteristic.
Lemma 4. If 4bi(N) = 2λ1+ ••• +2λn + λ\+ ••• +/12> ί/z^w dim«R(Λ^,α)=-1.
Corollary 5. //^ ^  is a symplectic manifold and K is the canonical line bundle
on X, and M=XW9 then dim9W(M,c1(A) + α) = dimaW(J!!r,c1(A)) = 0.
Proof. For the proof use c
ί
(K)2 = 2χ + 3σ and Lemma 3, 4.
Proof of Lemma 4. The virtual dimension of the moduli space is
, α) = —(2χ(N) + 3σ(7V)) + -α2
4 4
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4
4
= -1, since 4b
ί
(N) = 2λi+ - 2λn + λ\+ ••• + /12.
REMARK 1. For the equation 46 ^ W) = 2Λ t + 4- 2AM + A? + + λ2 ,
1. If j,2 = ••• =λn = ΰ, bl(N) = 6 and A t = 4 or -6, then the equation holds.
2. If A != •• =>l
n
 = 0 = ft1(7V), then the equation also holds.
Theorem 6. Let X have a nontrivial Seiberg-Witten invariant and let N have
a negative definite intersection form. If there are even integers λi9 ι'=l « such
that 4bl(N) = 2λl + ~ +2λn + λ\+ ••• + /I2, then the connected sum M=X$N has a
nontrivial Seiberg-Witten invariant.
Proof. Suppose N has a negative definite intersection form. As in Lemma 4,
choose α = (l+Λ1)e1 + ••• +(1+A>W such that 4bi(N) = 2λl+ ••• +2Λn + A 2 + ••• 4- Λ2
and the λi are even. Then α is characteristic by Lemma 1 and there is a
5/7mc-structure on N with first Chern class α. The Seiberg-Witten monopole
equation is
FA =
For a generic metric on N there is no non-abelian solution of the equations
since dim9Jl(Λ^,α)= — 1. We have a unique abelian solution (Λ
α
,0) given by the
zero section of the positive spinor bundle and a connection A
Λ
 whose curvature
is the harmonic form representing a. = (i/2π)FAaeH2(N,R). The given Spinc-
structure eεH2(X,Z) on X and α induce a 5pmc-structure on M. By choosing
generic metrics on [Ar\Z)4]u[0,oo)x 53 and [Λf \D4] u [0, oo) x S3, and product
metric on the cylinder S3 x R and connecting them, we have a Riemannian metric on
M=X$N. The solutions of the Seiberg-Witten equations in 50l(M,βH-α) are
given by gluing the solutions in Wl(X,e) on X to the unique solution (/4
α
,0) in
on N.
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In particular, dimϊ«(M,e-f α) = dίmW(X9e).
By combining Lemma 1 to Theorem 6 we have the following Theorem.
Theorem 7. Let X be a manifold with a nontrivial Seiberg-Witten invariant
defined by e^H\X,Z^)l(X}>\\ and let N be a manifold with negative definite
intersection form. If there are even integers λi9 i = 1 Λ such that 4b±(N) = 2λί -f
+ 2λ
n
 + λ\+—\-λl and that the fundamental group of N has a nontrivial finite
quotient, then the connected sum X$N has a nontrivial Seiberg-Witten invariant but
does not admit any symplectic structure.
According to the Remark 1, Theorem 7 covers the Theorem [8] and there
are many examples which are not included in Theorem [8].
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